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Planning Template
Directions: This planning template is designed to assist with professional development for
educators as they learn to create Student Learning Objectives (SLOs). A complete SLO must include
the information on Learning Goals, Assessments, and Targets found in the sections below.
The recommended Utah SLO template for district, school, and educator use is available at
http://schools.utah.gov/cert/Educator-Effectiveness-Project/Resources.aspx. For efficiency
purposes, educators may choose to use the Utah online SLO template also available at this site.
Instructions and examples are imbedded into the online template for convenience.
Course/Grade Level Information
Course Name

Utah Studies and Government

Brief Course
Description and
Number of
Students

Utah is a state diverse in landscape and people. This course is
designed to help students understand the state of Utah at a deeper
level by reviewing Utah's early history and particularly emphasizing
Utah from statehood to the present. Students will understand the
interaction between Utah’s geography and its inhabitants, as well
as the formative contributions of Native American Indians,
explorers, and Utah pioneers. The course will also investigate
relationships between government and the people of Utah, the
many opportunities people have to make a living in Utah, the
diverse nature of Utah's people and cultures, and the impact of
contemporary events on the land and people of Utah. The Utah
Studies Core is designed to meet the needs of a semester-length
course. Full-year Utah Studies courses may expand the scope and
detail of this course to meet specific needs.

Grade Level(s)

Grade 7

Process, Implementation Timeline, and Sign-Offs
Names and current job
positions of those
developing this SLO

Utah Studies Teacher, Canyons School District

Administrator/Supervisor
Name and Title
Administrator/Supervisor
sign-off of initial SLO
Date final SLO is due to
determine educator
effectiveness rating

District Social Studies Specialist

May 20, 2014
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Establish a Learning Goal: Write your proposed Learning Goal. Then thoroughly complete the
planning information. The planning information is used to guide the SMART review. Finalize your
Learning Goal (as needed) once you have completed the SMART review.
SMART Review: Use this protocol to determine alignment of the SLO Learning Goal.
Specific –Learning Goal is focused on the big idea and Utah Core content standards.
Measurable – Learning Goal is able to be appropriately and adequately assessed (note the
Assessments section below will identify the specific assessment to be used).
Appropriate – Learning Goal is within the educator’s control to effect change and is important
and meaningful for students to learn during the identified time span.
Realistic –Learning Goal, while ambitious, is achievable for both educators and students, during
the time span identified.
Time Limited –Learning Goal can be evaluated within the time under the educator’s control.
A Learning Goal describes what students will be able to do at the end of the course or grade based on
course or grade-level Utah Core content standards and curriculum.

Proposed SLO Learning Goal
Write the proposed SLO
Learning Goal then
complete the planning
information.

Students will demonstrate an understanding of Utah history by
independently completing performance tasks that center on
using primary and secondary sources to support a response
that focuses on explaining, generalizing, connecting, and/or
forming an argument.
- Argumentative writing
- Analysis through compare and contrast writing
- Proper use of content vocabulary
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A Learning Goal describes what students will be able to do at the end of the course or grade based on
course or grade-level Utah Core content standards and curriculum.

Planning Information for the Learning Goal
Identify the big idea
supported by the Learning
Goal.

Demonstrate an understanding of the interactions of the
geography, settlement, government structures, economics
and culture on the development of modern Utah and its
history. Determine central ideas or information of primary and
secondary sources and use textual evidence to support an
analysis.

List all Utah Core content
standards that are associated
with this big idea, (include
the text and code of the
standards).

Utah Studies Core Curriculum
Standard 1: Students will understand the interaction between Utah's geography and its inhabitants.
Standard 2: Students will understand the contributions of Native American Indians, explorers, and Utah's
pioneers.
Standard 3: Students will understand the relationship between government and the people of Utah.
Standard 4: Students will understand the diverse ways people make a living in Utah.
Standard 6: Students will understand the diverse nature of Utah's peoples and cultures.
Literacy Core Standards
Standard 1: Writing arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts using valid
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
Standard 4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
Standard 5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new
approach.
Standard 8: Gather relevant information from multiple sources, assess the credibility and accuracy of each
source, and integrate the information while avoiding plagiarism.

Explain why this Learning
Goal is important and
meaningful for students to
learn.

It is critical for students to be able to read, comprehend primary and
secondary sources, and to develop argumentative skills to prepare them for
the next level of educational growth. Specifically, students should understand
the types of evidence used in history sources, including domain-specific words
and phrases, descriptions of events, and concepts, and arguments that are
synthesized from various primary sources. Students must be able to read
complex informational texts in social studies with independence and
confidence because the vast majority of reading in college and workforce
training programs will be sophisticated nonfiction. Additionally, in order for
students to be contributors to society, they must understand the structure of a
democratic government and how they can contribute to and positively impact
society.

Describe how the Learning
Goal requires students to
demonstrate deep
understanding of the
knowledge and skills of the
standards or big idea being
measured.

The Learning Goal requires a DOK Level 3 or 4 for students to
be able to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information from
within one text or across multiple texts, to organize information
to construct multi-paragraph reports, to draw and justify
conclusions, and to cite evidence from the sources used.
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A Learning Goal describes what students will be able to do at the end of the course or grade based on
course or grade-level Utah Core content standards and curriculum.

Planning Information for the Learning Goal
Being specific to the
different aspects of the
Learning Goal, describe the
instruction and strategies
that will be used to teach
this Learning Goal.

The use of the Utah textbook, The Utah Journey, and other primary and
secondary sources will be used to aid in student demonstration of the
Learning Goal. Instruction also includes direct instruction, document
based questions, modeling, scaffolding, and guided inquiry. This
includes demonstrations for completing graphic organizers and
constructing informational and argumentative writing.

Identify the time span for
teaching the Learning Goal
(e.g., daily class - 45
minutes, two days a week
for the entire school year).

Students in Utah studies will meet every other day for the
entire year. They will have regular and ongoing opportunities
over the course of a school year to write several informational
and argumentative writing pieces.

Explain how this time span
is appropriate and sufficient
for teaching the Learning
Goal.

Students will read primary and secondary informational texts
in learning about Utah historical events. Students will analyze
different sources and write an opinion piece that supports a
point of view including reasons, source accounts, and logical
information about the factors that caused the event.
Final SLO Learning Goal

From the SMART review
above, finalize the SLO
L earning Goal.

Students will, after reading informational texts, both primary
and secondary, write an argumentative writing piece that
addresses an issue in Utah History. They will acknowledge
competing views and give examples from the texts to support
their positions.
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Document Assessments and Scoring: Use the planning information below to develop and tailor the
description and use of Assessments and Scoring.
Assessments are standards-based, of high quality, and designed to best measure the knowledge and skills
found in the SLO Learning Goal. Assessments should be accompanied by clear criteria or scoring rubrics
to describe the level at which students have learned.

Planning Information for Assessments and Scoring
Explain how student
performance is defined and
scored using the chosen
Assessment(s). Include the
specific scoring rubric
and/or criteria to be used.

An argumentative writing rubric will be used to evaluate student
writing in social studies. The 4-point analytical rubric evaluates
student understanding of the social studies content, as well as the
ability to fully construct an argument with a claim and counterclaim,
logical and relevant evidence, appropriate organization, and a
concluding statement or section. See attached rubric.

Describe how often you will
collect data to monitor
student progress toward the
Learning Goal.

Students will have regular opportunities to write argumentatively, as well as to
evaluate and synthesize information.
Throughout the length of the course, students will have opportunities to
demonstrate
their ability to use various texts (primary and secondary sources) to respond to
prompts requiring them to identify and/or form an argument regarding Utah
history
concepts with formative assessments and at least two formal assessments.

Explain how you will use
this information to
differentiate instruction
for all students toward the
Learning Goal (e.g., gifted
and talented, ELL, special
education).

Students who are struggling readers and writers will have assistance with reading
primary documents, as well as the textbook through the use of scaffolded reading
strategies. Also the use of directed notes, graphic organizers, small group
instruction
and all other prescribed accommodations.
Advanced students will have opportunities to research, read, and synthesize
complex
texts with greater independence as well as modeling learning for other students.

Assessment(s) for the SLO
Describe the Assessment(s)
(i.e., performance tasks and
their corresponding scoring
rubrics) that measure the
level of students’
understanding of the
Learning Goal1.

Students will write several argumentative responses to
essential questions related to the state core standards for
Utah Studies using both primary and secondary sources. The
writing will include a claim and counterclaim, reasons and
relevant evidence to support the claim, demonstrate
understanding of the content, and a concluding statement or
section to support the argument.

Assessments and scoring rubrics need to be rated as high quality using the Utah Assessment Review Tool.
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Establish Targets: Use the planning information to guide you to establish student learning Targets.
Targets: Targets are used to effectively project levels of proficiency toward the Learning Goal. Identify
the expected student learning outcomes by the end of the instructional period for the whole class as well as
for different subgroups, as appropriate.

Planning Information for setting Targets used to establish Educator Evaluation Ratings
Describe the courses, past
assessments, and/or
experiences used to establish
expected Target outcomes
for students’ understanding
of the Learning Goal.

Students’ previous performance on reading and
argumentative writing from previous grades’ class work and
the state tests will be used to place students into high,
average, and low-performing groups.

Identify the past
performance (e.g., grades,
test scores, etc.) of students
in the identified courses,
assessments, or other
sources of information to
categorize student levels as
their starting points prior to
instruction and learning.

Based on the above information, the percentage of students in
the three groups are as follows:

Level

Starting # or %

Low

14

Average

10

High

12

Expected SLO Student Learning Targets
Using students’ starting
points, identify the number
or percentage of students
expected at each Target
based on available data
about their performance(s).
Include any appropriate
subgroups.
Explain how these Target
outcomes demonstrate
ambitious, yet realistic goals
for measuring students’
understanding of and
progress toward the
Learning Goal.

Level

Starting # or %

Low

11 --Students will meet standards in at least 2 areas and approach standards in 3 areas.

Average

13-Students will meet or be above standards in all areas.

High

12-Students will be above standards in all areas.

Students entering the 7th grade have a limited experience
with writing claims and counterclaims using primary and
secondary sources and synthesizing information.
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Directions: Complete this section at the end of the instructional period (i.e., course, grade level).
This section records the final outcomes for your student learning Targets.
Actual Outcomes for Targets: Targets were used to project levels of growth and proficiency toward the
Learning Goal. Record the actual outcomes at the end of the instructional period for the whole class as well as for
different subgroups, as appropriate.

Record the actual number
Level
or percentage of students
Low
who achieved the Targets
set in the section above at
the beginning of the
Average
instructional period. Include
any appropriate subgroups
as noted above.
High

Actual # or %
8--3 students met target; 2 did not; and 6 did not complete the assessment

17 --4 reached target, 3 did not, 6 did not complete assessment

11 --5 reached target, 3 did not, 2 did not complete assessment

Please provide any comments you wish to include about actual student learning Target outcomes
and proficiency levels.
Many students did not complete the final essay. 2 students dropped from beginning.
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Establish Educator Ratings: Use the table below to review the SLO with the administrator/
supervisor and document the educator rating based on the established Learning Goal,
Assessment(s), and Targets.
Educator Ratings: Educator rating results are based on the SLO Targets.
Does Not Meet
Based on the students’
starting points, students
performed worse than
expected.

Partially Meets
Based on the students’
starting points, students
partially performed as
expected.

Meets
Based on the students’
starting points, students
performed as expected.

Exceeds
Based on the students’
starting points, students
performed better than
expected.

Administrator/Supervisor comments:
Overall this is a good skill based SLO. In the end I believe this very general and broad
SLO was difficult to accurately show student growth.

Date

Administrator/ Supervisor Signature

May 28, 2014
Date

Educator Signature

(the signature does not necessarily indicate agreement with the rating)

May 20, 2014
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